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1. Seminar: Pakistan Air Force Publicity Campaign 

CDC/PB MNSUAM arranged a seminar on the request of Pakistan Air Force, Multan recruitment 

center publicity campaign for the students to encourage and motivate to join PAF as 

Commissioned officers (symbol of pride for the nation). Squadron Leader, Bilal with his team 

visited the campus. Prof. Dr. Shafqat Saeed, Dean, FAES in his welcome address thanked the PAF 

team to visit campus. He said that PAF is our pride, and such visits would help to find out best 

resources and it would enhance interaction of the armed forces with public. I hope our students 

will learn about the procedure of recruitment and application process. In his speech Squadron 

Leader, M. Bilal told the strengths and achievements of PAF. He played documentary of heroes 

of PAF like the great M. M. Alam, (Sitar-e-Jurat) who short down 5 aircrafts of India in one minute 

which is a world record in September 1965 war. He also showed documentary of other heroes like 

Rashid Minhas (Nishan-e-Haider) and hero of 27th February 2019, Squadron Leader Hasan 

Siddiqui, PAF fighters who shot down the MiG-21, resulting in the capture of its pilot Wing 

Commander Abhinandan who ejected the jet and was captured by Pakistani soldiers. After the 

documentary he explained that we have the privilege of fulfilling our dreams. Whether we fly, 

operate, maintain, or support sophisticated weapon system, we are bonded by our common desire 

to serve the nation. Then he explained the students about various positions for new recruitments 

and process of online registration and recruitment process for awareness of students. The website 

will give you some idea of the Pakistan Air Force, its induction system and subsequent 

training. Students were very energetic and enthusiastic during the seminar. Question answer 

session was preceded for almost half an hour. At the end, Squadron Leader, Bilal with his team 

met Prof. Dr. Asif Ali, (Tamgha-i-Imtiaz) Vice Chancellor, who thanked the PAF team for the 

visit. He said that our armed forces are our pride and role model as an institution with professional 

attitude. He appreciated the services of PAF which played a vital role in every situation whether 

it’s flood, earthquakes, emergency or defending the borders of country. He presented Uni Fresh 

dried mangoes to the guests. PAF team also presented souvenirs to the Vice Chancellor and Focal 

Person CDC/PB. They thanked the MNSUAM leadership for arrangements and providing an 

excellent opportunity regarding publicity campaign. 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 



      

 


